• Budgets
  o Good Question: For recording. Tabled from last week while we were looking at recording costs for other acapella groups.
  o WASO: Requesting money for a DJ on Saturday.
  o Students for Justice in Palestine: Retroactive, but because of a miscommunication. For a speaker that was brought to campus.
  o Motion to Approve Budgets: Jake
    ▪ Second:
    ▪ Motion to Vote to Vote: Griff
      ▪ Second: Ben
      ▪ Result: 16 – 6 – 0
    ▪ Result: 20 – 2 – 0
• Group Approval
  o Williams College Creative Writing Club: Separate from Lit Review – focusing on a more process based manner. Lit Review takes pieces of writing that have already been written and evaluates them – Creative Writing Club would focus on the writing process.
  o Motion to Approve Club: Quinn
    ▪ Second: Griff
    ▪ Result: 22 – 0 – 0
• Minutes:
  o Motion to Approve Last Weeks Minutes: Ellen
    ▪ Second:
    ▪ Result: 22 – 0 – 0
• ACE Concerts
  o ACE: Describes concert selection process:
    ▪ ACE Concerts Committee will pick the final artist – anyone can be on this committee. We are going to focus more on advertising that anyone can be on this committee.
    ▪ Annie: Are we going to let people know who the potential artists are earlier on this year?
      ▪ ACE: No. If people are concerned, they should think about joining the committee.
    ▪ Jesus: Students feeling comfortable and safe on campus should be the number one most important thing.
    ▪ Jake: Thinks there is a fairly large consensus in this room that saying students must go to the meeting if they are interested is unacceptable if they are going to be using student money.
    ▪ Emily C: Maybe there is a middle ground. Get MinCo, WCFM, and College Council involved in the Committee process.
      ▪ Emily D: Maybe could approach ECom? Already a group that represents much of campus.
    ▪ Eramus: Maybe more transparent about the process. Make minutes public.
• Quinn: ACE will take this process very seriously going forward. Lyrical reviews, interviews... Making sure we are talking to the proper groups.
• ACE: Going to make the entire process for Waka Flaka Flame public to the student body.
• Emily C: Anger at ACE isn't productive.

• Greenhouse Gas Emission Goals:
  o Lucy: Set goals in 2007 for 2020. Have done well with those goals, and are ahead of schedule which is good. However, these were pretty weak measures to start with. However, these goals were mostly accomplished through easy solutions. While there will always be low hanging fruit, we need new goals. Not inline with Massachusetts state goals for 2020. There are a variety of ways highlighted that could drastically reduce our emissions. Looking to ask the school to adopt long term goals dictated by Massachusetts state. Not asking them to sign on to this commitment, just to take the action. We're hoping for a resolution from CC saying that you support this goal. Also hoping that you will help us send out the petition to the entire campus.
  o Griff: What would need to happen for us to reduce emissions?
    • Claire: Multi pronged approach. Energy retrofits of buildings. Having a heating plan that uses renewable energy.
    • Lucy: Been working with Todd Holland and he says it is very feasible with current technology.
  o Lauren: Why has the administration been resistant?
    • Lucy: Haven't necessarily been resistant. More a matter of students not having shown the faculty that this is a priority for us.
  o Erica: Would making these changes have any impact on the daily lives of students? Also is it financially feasible?
    • Alice: Financially feasible in the long term. Most of the impacts for students would be fairly minor.
    • Ben: What about having the college prioritize changes that make the most impact, instead of those that are the most flashy?
      • Alice: Yeah, we focused on that in the petition.

• Straw Poll:
  • Support: 23
  • Don't Support: 0
  • Resolution Drafters: Lucas and Calkins

• Jeffrey Thomas – Entrepreneurs at Williams
  o Jeffrey: Began Entrepreneurs@Williams in 2011-2012. Four different entrepreneurship Winter Studies, over 20 internships. Response has been tremendous – engaged 600 Williams students. Centerpiece is the business plan competition. Only requirements are that students be in teams of two or more, and that the winners stay in Williamstown the
summer after to work on this progress. Another dimension is social entrepreneurship. Most recently been working with a new entrepreneurship center independent from Williams College called Lever. Placed in North Adams – focused on leveraging those local assets. Young people are intended to be the driving force behind Lever. Have a variety of Williams/MCLA students working on this. Looking to retain talent in the area as well as attract talent.

- Emily D: We’ve talked about getting CC involved in the business plan competition in the funding capacity. Would likely be in the $10,000 range. Likely would be through using Rollover.
- Ellen: Really like this idea. Like the idea that the prize goes to the idea that most benefits the student body – is that possible?
  - Jeffrey: Depends on finding an overlap between that and the other values of the business plan competition – that the company has growth potential. But really support the collaboration, especially for the symbolism.
- Griff: Hesitant to give a monetary prize. Both a very large amount to give to an individual student, and also something that sets a difficult precedent. Are there other ways that we could help in a non financial context?
  - Jeffrey: Sure there are, but I would have to think about it.

- Emily D: This is envisioned as kind of a big scale Great Idea.
- Teddy: Have you thought about what the best way to split up the money is? Many small prizes or one big prize?
  - Jeffrey: Would have to think about it?
  - Teddy: What about prize going to the best social entrepreneurship idea?
    - Jeffrey: Like that idea.
- Quinn: Also, what if we committed a certain % of rollover each year instead of a single amount?
- Jesper: Also, isn’t us giving money to a for profit enterprise against the bylaws?
  - Emily D: Not a problem, so much as it benefits the Williams College Campus.
    - Erica: Trying to think about it like Goodrich. That’s the goal.
  - Emily D: Think there are a lot of opportunities like this. Grocery store, Zumba, School Gear...
- Ben: Don’t think we should treat rollover any different from any other type of money that we have.
- Jeffrey: We also wouldn’t have to give this money away – if we didn’t have a proper proposal, we could just not give the money.

- Rollover
  - Emily D: Talking about any ideas that we have involving Cumulative Rollover.
- Previous Rollover projects included Rainy Day Fund, and ECom.
  - Griff: Arcade games back in 82 grill.
  - Gabe: More TVs
  - Ellen: More money for Williams Day
  - Jesus: Water fountain
  - Lucas: Solar panel
  - Jake: Reflective/light up crosswalks.
    - Griff: As part of lighting on campus, this will hopefully happen this summer.
  - Victoria: Sidewalk into Gladden.
  - Jesus: Ethnic hairdresser.
  - Teddy: Series of golf carts from Tyler Annex to Garfield.
  - Griff: Heated sidewalks.
  - Corey: Fans for Estrogym.
  - Ben: escalator on Mission hill.
  - Ellen: More river swimming.
  - Erasmus: Student art showcase
  - Emily Fox: Rent iPads
  - Griff: More printers
  - Quinn: Parking on campus